dual tasks, task interference, PrP, task automatization, task coordination skills, executive control skills in dual-task situations, interference between two simultaneous tasks impairs performance. With practice, however, this impairment can be reduced. to identify mechanisms leading to a practicerelated improvement in sensorimotor dual tasks, the present review applied the following general hypothesis: sources that impair dual-task performance at the beginning of practice are associated with mechanisms for the reduction of dual-task impairment at the end of practice. the following types of processes provide sources for the occurrence of this impairment: (a) capacity-limited processes within the component tasks, such as response-selection or motor response stages, and (b) cognitive control processes independent of these tasks and thus operating outside of componenttask performance. dual-task practice studies show that, under very specific conditions, capacitylimited processes within the component tasks are automatized with practice, reducing the interference between two simultaneous tasks. Further, there is evidence that response-selection stages are shortened with practice. thus, capacity limitations at these stages are sources for dual-task costs at the beginning of practice and are overcome with practice. however, there is no evidence demonstrating the existence of practice-related mechanisms associated with capacity-limited motor-response stages. Further, during practice, there is an acquisition of executive control skills for an improved allocation of limited attention resources to two tasks as well as some evidence supporting the assumption of improved task coordination. these latter mechanisms are associated with sources of dual-task interference operating outside of component task performance at the beginning of practice and also contribute to the reduction of dual-task interference at its end. 
In the visual task, participants responded manually by pressing a key associated with the spatial position of visually presented circles. In the auditory task, participants responded by saying one, two, or three to the pitch of three different tones. Under dual-task conditions, both tasks were presented simultaneously, while there was a separated presentation under single-task conditions. Dual-task costs, which have been measured as differences between reaction time (RT) in dual-task and single-task conditions, were relatively high at the beginning of practice.
However, after extended practice, these costs were eliminated, suggesting an enormous optimization of dual-task processing. In this case, dual-task performance is optimized to the level of perfect timesharing when dual-task performance is similar to the performance of the visual and auditory tasks in single-task situations (for a critical evaluation of this time sharing assumption, see Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2004) .
Given the enormous challenges in today's dynamic world, with its complex technological innovations and demands, often including the execution of more than one task, findings like those of Schumacher et al. (2001) , which display large dual-task costs at the beginning of practice, followed by major reductions of costs after practice, provide essential insights from an applied perspective. From a cognitive dualtask perspective, findings on the practice-related reduction of costs naturally raise questions about the types of mechanisms that are responsible for these improvements. Therefore, the aim of the present paper is to review these mechanisms in a structured framework. This framework is structured along the following general principle: Sources that impair dual-task performance at low levels of practice (i.e., the sources of dual-task costs in an unpracticed state before practice starts) are associated with mechanisms for the reduction of the costs at the end of practice (i.e., the mechanisms that reduce the impact of sources of dual-task impairment with practice). If this same-mechanism principle is valid, then the proposed mechanisms explain how sources of the difficulty to perform two simultaneous tasks are overcome with practice. Alternatively, if this principle does not hold, sources impairing dual-task performance at low practice levels are not associated with practice-related mechanisms and thus with the practice-related reduction of dual-task costs.
This principle paves the way for the subsequent structure of the review. First, we will illustrate processes that are associated with dual-task costs at low practice levels. To foreshadow this illustration, there are interfering processes within the component tasks as well as interfering processes of executive control located outside of these tasks. Second, we will review the dual-task practice literature to assess the validity of the same-mechanism principle. This incorporates a presentation of studies on mechanisms that are associated with reduced dual-task costs after practice located within the component tasks. Further, there will be a literature review evaluating a second set of potential mechanisms that are associated with sources of dual-task costs located outside of the component tasks.
SourceS of dual-taSk coStS
In the following section, we will illustrate processes that are sources of dual-task costs at low practice levels. This section focuses on processes within the component tasks as well as processes independent of, and thus outside of, these tasks.
Sources of Dual-task Costs Within the Component Tasks
Dual-task situations of the psychological refractory period (PRP) type are one of the most prominent situations to investigate processes that are sources of dual-task costs and are located within simple component tasks (Pashler, 1984 (Pashler, , 1994a Pashler & Johnston, 1989 , 1998 Schubert, 1999; Schubert et al., 2008; Telford, 1931; Welford, 1952) . In these dualtask situations, two tasks are presented in close succession with various time intervals between the onsets of the first and second task stimulus (i.e., variable stimulus onset asynchronies, SOAs), and participants are instructed to respond to Task 1 first. As illustrated in Figure 1A , the performance of the second task (Task 2) typically decreases (e.g., RTs increase) with decreasing SOA and increasing task overlap. This performance decrease indicates dual-task costs and thus dual-task interference in the context of PRP dual tasks (i.e., the PRP effect).
To explain the PRP effect, the central bottleneck theory holds that the selection of which response to execute cannot be made for two tasks in parallel. Instead, this model assumes sequential response selection of two tasks in a dual-task situation due to a structural and unavoidable processing bottleneck (see Figure 1B ). This sequential processing at the central bottleneck leads to long interruptions of Task 2 processing at short versus long SOAs and, hence, the PRP effect (Pashler, 1994a) .
In contrast to the bottleneck at the response-selection stage, the initial perception stage (at which stimulus information is processed) and the final motor-response stage (at which there is the execution of a motor response) can run in parallel.
The central bottleneck theory makes a number of predictions that were tested empirically and supported this theory. Perhaps its most striking predictions arise when difficulties of particular processing stages of Task 2 are manipulated. Suppose that, by means of some difficulty manipulation, there is an increase of the processing duration of Task 2 stages at or after the bottleneck by x ms; such a candidate stage is the response-selection stage. What does the central bottleneck theory predict? As the difficulty manipulation occurs at or after the central bottleneck stage, the consequence is that RT2 increases by the same amount of x ms by which the difficulty manipulation increases, regardless of SOA. In fact, the effect of the difficulty manipulation will be additive with the PRP effect (i.e., the effect of SOA on RT2 of McCann and Johnston (1992) were consistent with this "additivity" prediction: When stimulus-response compatibility (assumed to be processed at the central response-selection stage and thus at the bottleneck stage) was manipulated, the compatibility effects were additive.
Compatibility was varied by whether Task 2 stimuli were mapped onto their responses by rules with dimensional stimulus-response overlap or arbitrarily (symbolic arrows and spatially congruent responses or arbitrary letters, respectively). In contrast, difficulty manipulations before the bottleneck stage in Task 2 should lead to underadditive effects with SOA (i.e., similar RTs at shorter SOAs and RT differences at longer SOAs) because, at shorter SOAs, the difficulty manipulation is absorbed into slack time (i.e., the waiting time to start Task 2 response selection until Task 1 selection is completed). So, total RTs of different pre-bottleneck manipulation conditions are similar at these SOA levels. However, at longer SOAs, effects of pre-bottleneck manipulations should be obvious in RTs of Task 2 at long SOAs. In fact, when altering the intensity of Task 2 stimuli, which should affect the perception stage, the effect on RT2 was increased from 5 ms at short to 30 ms at long SOAs (Pashler & Johnston, 1989) . Thus, these and other empirical evidences supported predictions of the central bottleneck theory (Pashler & Johnston, 1998) .
Other theories accompany the central bottleneck locus by assumptions about sequential processing at peripheral stages, such as motorresponse execution when similar motor systems are required in two tasks (e.g., Bratzke, Rolke, & Ulrich, 2009; De Jong, 1993; Sigman & Dehaene, 2006; Sommer, Leuthold, & Schubert, 2001; Van Selst et al., 1999) . In fact, these theories assume that there is a motor responseinitiation bottleneck, preventing two responses from being initiated simultaneously or in close succession. One prediction of these theories is that a difficulty manipulation at the motor stage of Task 1 propagates into Task 2 processing. Consistent with these theories' prediction, when participants perform ballistic manual movements of different distances and processing durations in Task 1 and a manual choice RT task in Task 2, there was a propagation effect of the movement distance from RT1 on RT2 (Bratzke et al., 2009 ).
In sum, dual-task costs arise from bottleneck stages within the component tasks. Next to a central bottleneck stage (e.g., Pashler, 1994a) , there are assumptions of peripheral bottlenecks, such as motor-stage interference (e.g., Bratzke et al., 2009) . Following the same-mechanism principle, we assume that such bottleneck processes within the component tasks (i.e., at central response selection and/or motor stages) are associated with mechanisms for the reduction of dual-task interference at the end of practice-this principle is referred to as the optimized task processing principle. These practice-related mechanisms should explain how, as a result of practice, the impact of bottleneck stages on the difficulty to perform two simultaneous tasks is overcome.
Sources of Dual-task Costs Outside the Component Tasks
Alternative to the central bottleneck theory, resource theories assume that two response selections can be processed in parallel in dual tasks, but that sharing the same limited attentional resource(s) causes dualtask costs (e.g., Pashler, 1994b; Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2003; Wickens, 2008) . Consistent with this view, following instructions, participants strategically prioritize one task over another (e.g., Gopher, Brickner, & Navon, 1982; Navon & Gopher, 1979; Norman & Bobrow, 1975) . This strategic prioritization is particularly evident in situations with the freedom to prioritize and to allocate attention to different tasks; the latter rather requires complex and/or self-paced tasks (Bier, de Boysson, & Belleville, 2014; Korteling, 1991) . Next to this phenomenon of task prioritization, resource theories were supported by interpretation of invariances of RT1 to SOA and Task 2 difficulty manipulations (Navon & Miller, 2002) . Recent representatives of resource theories (e.g., Logan & Gordon, 2001; Meyer & Kieras, 1997; Navon & Miller, 2002; Panel A: illustration of typical performance pattern (i.e., reaction times [rts]) in the context of dual tasks of the psychological refractory period (PrP) type. While performance in task 1 is independent of the stimulus onset asynchrony (soA), task 2 performance is impaired with decreasing soA. the rt increase from long to short soAs reflects the PrP effect. Panel B: dual-task processing architecture according to the central bottleneck model (e.g., Pashler, 1994a) in PrP dual tasks with soA manipulations. central response-selection (rs1; rs2) stages in task 1 and task 2 are processed sequentially while perception (P1; P2) and response (r1; r2) stages are processed in parallel. response selection stages (e.g., in task 2) are lengthened due to the manipulation of the compatibility between stimuli and responses (Mccann & Johnston, 1992) while perception stages are lengthened due to the manipulation of stimulus intensity (Pashler & Johnston, 1989) . in particular, extra time needed for the lengthened perception stage in task 2 can run in parallel to rs1 and is thereby absorbed into the waiting time of rs2 until rs1 is completed. Recent studies applied variations of the PRP paradigm for analyses of executive control functions beyond attention allocation (Jiang, Saxe, & Kanwisher, 2004; Kamienkowski, Pashler, Sigman, & Dehaene, 2011; Liepelt, Strobach, et al., 2011) . Such executive functions are generalpurpose control mechanisms that regulate the dynamics of human cognition and action (Miyake et al., 2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012) and, among others, coordinate the processing of two task streams of a PRP dual task (e.g., De Jong, 1995; Luria & Meiran, 2003; Schubert & Szameitat, 2003; Sigman & Dehaene, 2006; Szameitat, Lepsien, von Cramon, Sterr, & Schubert, 2006) . For example, when participants are faced with dual-task trials compared to single-task trials, one can observe a general increase of RTs for Task 1 in PRP dual tasks compared to single-task RTs, which points to the action of time-consuming coordination processes at the beginning of dual-task trials (e.g., Jiang et al., 2004) . From a perspective on executive processes, dual-task performance data may thus point to a set of well-identifiable task coordination processes. According to the same-mechanism principle, we assume that such processes are associated with mechanisms for the reduction of dual-task costs at the end of practice. These practice-related mechanisms should explain how the impact of task coordination processes on the difficulty to perform two simultaneous tasks is overcome due to the acquisition of task coordination skills (optimized task coordination principle).
MechanISMS of PractIce-related oPtIMIzatIon of dual-taSk PerforMance
This section represents the "heart" of this review. That is, it evaluates the validity of the same-mechanism principle, assuming that sources that impair dual-task performance and add to dual-task costs at low levels of practice are associated with mechanisms for the costs' reduction at the end of practice. The same-mechanism principle is evaluated with respect to the task processing optimization principle (i.e., the mechanisms reducing interference of processes located within the component tasks) as well as the optimized attention allocation and optimized task coordination principles (i.e., the mechanisms reducing interference of processes located outside of the component tasks).
Mechanisms Within the Component Tasks
The dual-task practice literature investigates the optimized task processing principle and thus the impact of skills for optimized component task processing on improved dual-task performance from two perspectives.
First, which specific processing stages within simple component tasks are optimized and thus shortened as a result of dual-task practice: the initial stimulus perception stage, the central response-selection stage, the final motor stage, or a combination of these stages (Pashler & Baylis, 1991) ? Although there is agreement in the literature assuming that these stages are not truly successive and have a fairly high degree of interactive influence (e.g., Levy & Pashler, 1995; Pashler, 1994a) , the distinction of perception, response-selection, and motor stages provides a systematic framework to structure the literature on stage shortening. Second, are component-task skills able to lead to task automatization and thus to the elimination of within-task capacity limitations (i.e., processing bottlenecks) and dual-task costs? In the following two paragraphs, both questions are elaborated separately.
Which specific processing stages Within the component tasks are shortened as a result of dual-task practice?
Some practice studies have already addressed the question of the locus of practice effects within simple tasks in dual tasks of the PRP type (e.g., Ahissar et al., 2001; Anderson, Taatgen, & Byrne, 2005; Dux et al., 2009; Garner, Tombu, & Dux, 2014; Kamienkowski et al., 2011; Ruthruff et al., 2001 Ruthruff et al., , 2006 Sangals, Wilwer, & Sommer, 2007; Strobach, Liepelt, Pashler, Frensch, & Schubert, 2013; Van Selst et al., 1999) . For example, Ruthruff et al. (2006) addressed this question by comparing the performance of three groups of participants under different learning conditions: While Group 1 practiced an auditory-verbal (Task 1) and a visual-manual (Task 2) task in a PRP dual-task situation for eight sessions, Group 2 practiced only Task 1, and Group 3 practiced only Task 2 for the same amount of time. In the 9th session, all three groups performed the same dual task as Group 1 performed during practice.
One of the main findings of Ruthruff et al. (2006) was a similar reduction of the dual-task costs in Task 2 (i.e., the PRP effect) in the dualtask learning Group 1 as well as in Group 2 that practiced only Task 1. (Group 3 showed still increased dual-task costs.) In addition, the authors found that the practice-related shortening of the processing time in Task 1 was closely related to the practice-related reduction of these costs. Presuming a processing limitation at the central response selection stage, the authors interpreted these findings with the assumption that the practice-related optimization of dual-task processing is related to the reduction of the processing time of the pre-motor stages in the component tasks.
However, these findings provided no conclusive evidence about the exact location of practice-related stage shortening within task processing streams. In fact, the findings of Ruthruff et al. (2006) do not clarify which of the pre-motor stages have been shortened; the speed-up could occur at the perception stage, the response-selection stage, or a combination of both stages. The same is true for studies that investigated the electroencephalographic (EEG) lateralized readiness potential in the context of dual-task learning, providing neuronal evidence for practice-related shortenings at pre-motor task stages (e.g., Sangals et al., 2007) .
First studies aiming to precisely locate stage shortening in component tasks made use of the phenomenon of the backward compatibility effect. This effect is demonstrated by RT1 that is shorter when Task 2 requires a compatible versus an incompatible response to the response in Task 1 (e.g., say left and press the left key vs. say left and press the right key, e.g., Ellenbogen & Meiran, 2008; Hommel, 1998; Hommel & Eglau, 2002; Watter & Logan, 2006) . This phenomenon may be due to an overlap and parallel processing of some portions of stimulusresponse mappings in both tasks (e.g., Hommel, 1998; Janczyk, Pfister, Hommel, & Kunde, 2014) . In a practice study, Thomson, Danis, and Watter (2015) showed that the size of the backward compatibility effect is closely associated with the duration of the response-selection stage in Task 1. When this stage was shortened through PRP practice with a letter (Task 1) and a color discrimination task (Task 2) across six sessions, the magnitude of the effect decreased. In turn, when the duration of Task 1 response selection was increased after the end of practice by increasing the number of stimulus-response mapping rules (by increasing from a two-letter discrimination task during practice to a four-letter discrimination task after the end of practice), the backward compatibility effect increased by a magnitude similar to this increased duration. These findings are consistent with the assumption that the response selection stage is shortened with practice and this shortening might contribute to the practice-related reduction of dual-task costs.
However, identification of the shortened stage by analyzing the modulation in the backward compatibility effect is not completely unequivocal. First, there are findings that do not limit this effect to interference at Task 1's response-selection stage but also locate this interference within alternative processes, such as stimulus evaluation (e.g., Masaki, Takasawa, & Yamazaki, 2000) or response activation (e.g., Hommel, 1998) . Thus, the reduction of the backward compatibility effect can result from shortenings other than response selection. Second, identification of the shortened stage via the reduction of the backward compatibility effect is, by its definition, limited to response selection. That is, this approach does not allow for systematic investigation of shortenings at initial perception and/or final motor stages. As a consequence, it does not allow investigating the optimized task processing principle in the context of a motor stage bottleneck (e.g., Bratzke et al., 2009) and associated mechanisms for improved dual-task performance after practice. Third, stage shortenings by means of the modulation of the backward compatibility effect are limited to shortenings in a first or shorter component task and the generalizability of this analysis to a second or longer task is not viable.
To overcome these limitations, Strobach et al. (2013) applied a transfer logic originally proposed by Pashler and Baylis (1991) . To identify the particular processing stages which potentially undergo a practice-related shortening at the end of practice, the authors introduced transfer manipulations separately targeting processing routines at the perception, the response-selection, and the motor stages. As a consequence, the processing routine may or may not be applied in the transfer situation. According to this transfer logic, the transfer manipulation was supposed to lead to an increase in processing time if participants cannot use a processing routine any longer that was speeded-up due to learning. On the other hand, no increase in processing time is expected if learning has not led to a speed-up of a processing routine.
Consistent across a visual and an auditory task (e.g., Schumacher et al., 2001) , possible shortenings of the processing time at the responseselection stages of these tasks were assessed by comparing the performance of participants before and after a manipulation of the stimulusresponse mapping rules at the end of extensive practice. Changing the mapping rules from the end of practice to transfer resulted in a significant RT increase from the former to the latter conditions. This result suggested a practice-related shortening of stimulus-response mapping and was conclusive evidence for response-selection stage shortening.
Consistent with the applied transfer logic, visual and auditory stimulus information processing was also manipulated separately. However, none of these manipulations resulted in strong RT prolongations; thus, pre-motor stage shortening during dual-task practice (Ruthruff et al., 2006) is mainly focused on the central response-selection stages (see also Garner, Lynch, & Dux, 2016 , with consistent findings in an alternative theoretical framework). Consistent with this assumption, neuroimaging data showed that improved dual-task performance after practice is associated with improved efficiency of stimulus-response processing, indicated by shorter neural activity (Dux et al., 2009 ) and better segregation of individual task representations (Garner & Dux, 2015) in the prefrontal cortex.
In sum, central stage shortening in simple tasks might thus contribute to the reduction of dual-task costs and the improvement of dual-task performance with practice in the context of the optimized task processing principle; in contrast, manipulations at the perception stages do not produce evidence for shortenings of perceptual processes. The result pattern after response-selection stage manipulations is consistent with the same-mechanism principle. This stage is associated with dual-task interference at the beginning of practice and is associated with mechanisms that contribute to the reduction of this interference after practice. These conclusions were derived from dual tasks with constant and simultaneous task presentations but are consistent with findings in single tasks (Pashler & Baylis, 1991) and assumptions in the context of PRP dual tasks (e.g., Ruthruff et al., 2006) . Therefore, by varying SOAs. To explain a potential PRP effect, the central bottleneck theory assumes that there is a strict sequential response selection in two tasks of a dual-task situation due to a structural and unavoidable attentional bottleneck. Such a processing bottleneck exists when task performance is not automatized.
Under the following conditions, the large majority of participants produced data consistent with this bottleneck theory: (a) single-task practice with the auditory-verbal task of ~4,500 trials and (b) four tone pitches in this task (the lower two tones were mapped on the low response while the higher two tones were mapped on the high response).
In fact, 14 out of 18 participants showed clear PRP effects in a final test session when this auditory-verbal Task 2 was combined with the visual-manual Task 1 (Ruthruff et al., 2006) . However, under conditions that are more favorable for task automatization, many participants produced no PRP effect. That is, after more than 5,000 single-task practice trials with the auditory-verbal task and only two tone pitches, RTs in Task 2 were rather independent of SOA (Maquestiaux et al., 2008) .
The authors thus concluded an ability to automatize component task processing under very specific conditions with sufficient and appropriate practice.
The conclusion of task automatization was consistent with data in an alternative dual-task test context (Hazeltine, Teague, & Ivry, 2002; Schumacher et al., 2001) . In this test context with a simultaneous presentation of an easy visual and auditory task, some participants showed no dual-task costs at the end of practice (however, see Anderson et al., 2005 , modelling this elimination of dual-task costs still including within-task capacity-limited processing stages). This phenomenon of eliminated dual-task costs might occur due to stimulus and response features represented in common domains (e.g., a left circle requires a left key press response), avoiding any crosstalk between tasks. These common domains might automatize bindings between these features (Göthe, Oberauer, & Kliegl, 2016) . However, it seems rather difficult to imagine that task automatization is possible in more complex and more difficult everyday-life tasks, such as car driving and other tasks.
Therefore, a contribution of task automatization to the reduction of dual-task costs with practice might be more an exception than the rule.
Nevertheless, the findings on task automatization are consistent with the assumption that there is evidence that within-task capacity limitations, as sources for the difficulty to perform two simultaneous tasks, can be overcome by practice. Accordingly, these limitations that impair dual-task performance at low levels of practice are associated with mechanisms for the reduction of the costs at the end of practice, summarized in the optimized task processing principle.
Mechanisms Outside the Component Tasks
After reviewing the impact of stage shortening and automatization of component tasks on the reduction of dual-task costs after practice (the evaluation of the optimized task processing principle), we will review a second set of mechanisms underlying this reduction of dual-task costs. Selst, Whitsell, & Remington, 2003; Schubert, 2008) . According to this model, practice will eliminate dual-task costs if it leads to scheduling tasks in a way that the capacity-limited stage of one task finishes before the capacity-limited stage of the other begins.
Further, manual and verbal motor response information was separately manipulated in the dual-task situation of Schumacher et al. (2001; Strobach et al., 2013) . However, none of these manipulations resulted in significant RT prolongations. Thus, there is no evidence for motor stage shortening during dual-task practice in this dual-task situation using different motor output modalities. Hence, in this data set, there is no evidence for a contribution of an optimized motor stage bottleneck to reduced dual-task costs after practice. However, this conclusion might result from the specific combination of different motor modalities in the component tasks (avoiding a motor bottleneck) and could differ in practice situations with responses in the same modality (e.g., two manual response tasks, see Sommer et al., 2001 ). This practice situation with a modality-specific motor bottleneck was tested by Ruthruff et al. (2001 Ruthruff et al. ( , 2006 ; see also Maquestiaux, Hartley, & Bertsch, 2004; Van Selst et al., 1999) , observing equivalent practice-related reductions of the PRP effect as well as for RT1. These equivalent reductions are consistent with the assumption that there is no shortening of processes after the central bottleneck and thus no optimized motor stage bottleneck in simple tasks. This conclusion reveals the invalidity of the same-mechanism principle in this context: The impact of a bottleneck at the final motor stages is not reduced with practice and is thus not associated with the reduction of dual-task interference. Hence, there is no evidence that all cost sources (e.g., the motor bottleneck) are associated with practice-related mechanisms for improved dual-task performance in the context of the optimized task processing principle.
It therefore seems like evidence for this principle is exclusively valid for mechanisms associated with the central response-selection bottleneck.
are component task skills able to lead to task automatization and thus to the elimination of capacity limitations?
If tasks are automatized, they should not require cognitive control and are supposed to be processed in parallel (without interference) with concurrent tasks because they do not require processing capacity (e.g., Hampson, 1989; Logan, 1988; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977) .
As a consequence, practice-related task automatization is a promising mechanism to explain the elimination of dual-task interference with practice. A series of studies (e.g., Maquestiaux, Didierjean, Ruthruff, The former principle (i.e., the optimized attention allocation principle) is associated with the efficiency in the strategic allocation and deployment of control of two tasks to limited processing capacities, such as the working memory component (e.g., Bier et al., 2014) . With practice, participants might acquire improved attention allocation skills, leading to an optimization in dual-task attention allocation (Kramer et al., 1995) and management of task priorities through self-regulation of attention priorities (Bier et al., 2014) . Exemplarily, the latter management component might train participants to strategically reduce the dual-task processing time by the optimized processing account of the total time needed for the performance of two tasks (Miller et al., 2009 ).
Alternatively, the executive control of visual attention (ECTVA) theory (Logan & Gordon, 2001 ) proposes a set of executive control parameters that determine the strategy and thus the attentional resources and breadth dedicated to the component tasks in a dual-task context. These parameters might specify attention allocation on two tasks in a way that reduces dual-task costs.
The latter principle (i.e., the optimized task coordination principle) should explain how the (interfering) impact of executive functions on the difficulty to perform two simultaneous tasks is overcome due to the acquisition of task coordination skills, contributing to the practicerelated reduction of dual-task costs (Damos & Wickens, 1980; Liepelt, Strobach, et al., 2011) . From the present perspective, such task coordination skills not only refer to broadly expressed attention allocation strategies but to well-identifiable processing components. We will come back to such specific components in latter sections.
Both the optimized attention allocation and optimized task coordination principles share the following characteristics of optimized executive control skills. First, executive control skills should not be acquired under single-task practice conditions. That is, these skills are not attributable to learning the component tasks exclusively (Damos & Wickens, 1980; Hirst et al., 1980; Kramer et al., 1995; Logan & Gordon, 2001; Oberauer & Kliegl, 2004) . Second, once acquired, improved skills should at least be partially independent of the specific properties of the component tasks presented during dual-task practice. Consequently, these skills should be transferable across different dual-task situations (Bherer et al., 2006; Liepelt, Strobach, et al., 2011) . The subsequent sections will evaluate the literature on these characteristics of optimized skills in the context of the (a) optimized attention allocation and (b) optimized task coordination principles.
the optimized attention allocation principle
The optimized attention allocation principle proposes the acquisition of skills for an efficient strategic allocation of limited processing resources to optimally process two simultaneous tasks. Most importantly, we assume that such general skills are acquired during practice in which participants are instructed to flexibly vary their attentional resources between the two tasks by constantly varying their task response priorities (this practice type is referred to as the variable-priority condition, e.g., Kramer et al., 1995) . That is, the acquisition of attention allocation skills requires the freedom to allocate attention to different tasks. Further, the freedom to allocate attention depends on the type of tasks the participants are asked to combine: While complex tasks should be beneficial for this type of skill acquisition (Bier et al., 2014) , discrete tasks and tasks presented at a fixed interval should be less beneficial (e.g., Bherer et al., 2005) . In contrast to a variable-priority condition, participants were instructed to emphasize both tasks constantly and equally in a fixed-priority condition. Under this condition, there should be no variation of attentional resources during practice and, therefore, no acquisition of skills for optimized attention allocation.
In a series of studies, dual-task improvement was analyzed as an effect of practice under the variable-priority and fixed-priority condition to test the acquisition of optimized attention allocation skills. For instance, participants practiced a visual detection and an alphanumeric equation task in dual tasks with a variable or a fixed-priority instruction (Bier et al., 2014; Gagnon & Belleville, 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Voss et al., 2012; see also Bherer et al., 2005 see also Bherer et al., , 2006 see also Bherer et al., , 2008 Kramer et al., 1995; Kramer, Larish, Weber, & Bardell, 1999) . These studies assumed that if there is an acquisition of attention allocation skills, the former dualtask practice type should lead to a better dual-task performance at a final test (better dual-task performance was conceptualized as reduced dual-task costs between dual-and single-task performance). In fact, the assessment of dual-task performance with the practiced component task set indicated a larger practice-related reduction of dual-task costs under the variable-priority condition than under the fixedpriority condition. Findings of reduced dual-task costs with variablepriority practice versus fixed-priority practice are consistent with the assumption that, with variable-priority practice, there is an acquisition of skills for an efficient allocation of limited attentional resources to the processing of two simultaneous tasks. These findings are thus consistent with the assumption that optimized attention allocation contributes to the reduction of dual-task costs and to the improvement of dual-task performance with practice. Since the improved dual-task performance after variable-priority practice, in contrast to fixed-priority practice, was also produced in non-practiced transfer tasks (e.g., alphanumeric equation with letters different from the practice letters), there is evidence that skills for an efficient allocation of limited attentional resources are not specific for the practiced task characteristics but are transferable to new tasks. So, there is empirical evidence for the optimized attention allocation principle, stating that the impairment in dual-task performance as a consequence of the inefficiency in flexible scheduling of limited attentional resources at the beginning of practice is reduced. This reduction is realized by the acquisition of improved attention allocation skills.
Yet, based on the practice protocols mentioned above, there are no explicit conclusions available whether participants optimized a single strategy (e.g., total time needed for the performance of two tasks; Miller et al., 2009) or whether they qualitatively changed or adapted to a new strategy during variable-priority dual-task practice. In an analogy, there are, however, other dual-task practice studies that rather suggest the assumption of optimizing a single strategy. For example, when participants practice two component tasks with equal priority, dual-task costs are extremely reduced with practice, while such practice with priority on one task demonstrates significant dual-task costs from the beginning to the end of practice (Schumacher et al., 2001 ).
In particular, the latter finding on practice with priority on one task in comparison to equal-priority practice shows that experimenter-aimed configurations and instructions have a significant influence on dualtask performance during practice. Further, these latter findings suggest potentially similar performance patterns and thus a single strategy from the beginning to the end of practice. Since this assumption stems from dual tasks with variable-priority instructions and is thus rather speculative, future studies should further track processing strategies and their potential chances in the context of variable dual-task practice with simple sensorimotor tasks (see Strobach, Schubert, Pashler, & Rickard, 2014 , for tracking strategies during dual-memory retrieval practice).
the optimized task coordination principle
With the exception of Bier et al. (2014), none of the studies discussed so far in the context of optimized executive control skills included a control procedure with single-task practice and a comparison of dual-task performance after this practice type with dual-task performance after dual-task practice with fixed priorities. Conversely, there is no inclusion of such a fixed dual-task practice procedure if studies realized single-task practice (Garner et al., 2014) . This latter, single-task practice procedure is, however, essential for investigating the acquisition of executive control skills. So, these studies allowed no investigation of well-identifiable executive processes and thus a direct test of the acquisition of task coordination skills (Damos & Wickens, 1980; Kramer et al., 1995; Oberauer & Kliegl, 2004) . Further, from our perspective, variable-priority dual-task practice creates no practice condition that is well-controllable and allows the deduction of assumptions about well-identifiable executive processes. This is because dual-task situations during variable-priority practice typically present complex and self-paced component tasks under conditions that offer the freedom to strategically and flexibly allocate attention. Hence, such situations may not be appropriate to pinpoint well-identifiable executive control skills next to the broadly defined attention allocation skills. In the following section, we will, therefore, evaluate studies with a comparison of dual-task performance with discrete tasks after single and fixed-priority dual-task practice.
Such a comparison was conducted in Liepelt, Strobach, et al. (2011) and Strobach, Frensch, Soutschek, and Schubert (2012; see also Anguera et al., 2013; Bier et al., 2014; Lussier, Gagnon, & Bherer, 2012) .
In these studies, the authors compared the dual-task performance of two groups of participants experiencing different types of practice with a visual and auditory sensorimotor task (e.g., Schumacher et al., 2001 ). While (a) fixed-priority dual-task practice included intermixed presentation of both tasks in dual tasks (including an SOA of 0 ms as well as a constant equal task priority) and in single tasks in dual-task blocks, and separate presentation of both tasks in single-task blocks, respectively (see also Hazeltine et al., 2002; Schumacher et al., 2001 ), (b) pure single-task practice included the exclusive presentation of the visual and auditory tasks in separate single-task blocks. In fact, after six sessions of dual-task practice, dual-task performance in the 7th test session was improved when compared to the dual-task performance after six sessions of single-task practice. In detail, this improvement was exclusively demonstrated by reduced dual-task RTs in the auditory task, while there was no such dual-task evidence in the visual task. The auditory task and the visual task are typically performed slower and faster, respectively, indicated by longer and shorter RTs in single and dual tasks (see also Hartley, Maquestiaux, & Silverman Butts, 2011; Schumacher et al., 2001; Strobach, Frensch, Müller, & Schubert, 2012a , 2012b Strobach et al., 2008; Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2004) .
As illustrated in Figure 2A and 2B, one specific realization of the optimized task coordination principle explaining the exclusive dualtask-practice advantage in the longer auditory task might be as following: The dual-task processing architecture includes (a) a within-task capacity limitation (i.e., bottleneck process) in the faster visual task (e.g., at a central response-selection stage) followed by (b) a switching operation, and (c) the within-task capacity limitation in the slower auditory task (Band & van Nes, 2006; Lien, Schweickert, & Proctor, 2003; Stelzel, Brandt, & Schubert, 2009) . The switching operation is theorized as activating and/or instantiating the rules that map Task 2 stimuli onto responses (Maquestiaux et al., 2004) . It may be that the rules must be moved back into working memory or that the rules remaining in working memory throughout the task must be reestablished. After dual-task practice (see Figure 2A) , in contrast to single-task practice (see Figure   2B ), activation/instantiation processes are highly efficient due to task coordination skills, leading to a shortening of the switching operation:
Participants might have learned to load task information faster or to load more information at a time into the working memory component.
Since this shortened switching operation after the response-selection stage in the faster visual task is located before this stage in the slower auditory task, improved dual-task performance occurs in this latter task exclusively (see Strobach, Salminen, Karbach, & Schubert, 2014, for a more detailed discussion).
Importantly, the conclusion of a shortened switching operation can be distinguished from a potential explanation of the previous findings from stage shortening within the component tasks. First, participants during dual-task and single-task practice received an identical number of stimulus contacts and thus component task experience, making a dual-task performance advantage after dual-task practice implausible from a methodological perspective (Liepelt, Strobach, et al., 2011; Strobach, Frensch, Soutschek, et al., 2012) . Second, RTs in the single visual and auditory tasks were similar after single and dual-task practice. So, component task processing skills were equivalent, also making a single-task performance advantage after dual-task practice implausible from a results perspective. These arguments further distinguish the optimized task coordination principle from the task processing optimization principle.
One important aspect is that the dual-task improvement after dual-task practice was evident not only in practiced dual tasks, but also in dual-task transfer situations that introduced changes in specific properties of either the visual or the auditory task (Liepelt, Strobach, et al., 2011; Strobach, Frensch, Müller, & Schubert, 2015) . These findings provide first evidence that acquired task coordination skills (potentially accounting for a better switching operation) are not tied to specific properties of the practiced component tasks but are transferable to different dual-task situations. This means that these findings preliminarily support the assumption of the transferability of acquired task coordination skills.
However, this transfer is limited to the practice context with combined visual and auditory tasks (Strobach, Frensch, Soutschek, et al., 2012) : There is no evidence for a dual-task practice transfer (i.e., transfer of task coordination skills) to situations that introduce changes in specific properties of both the visual and the auditory task. In other words, transfer is only evident when one of the originally practiced tasks is present in the transfer context. Thus, investigating this visualauditory task combination provides no conclusive evidence that task coordination skills, acquired by dual-task in contrast to single-task practice, are transferable to unpracticed dual-task situations (i.e., dual tasks that share no component tasks with the practice situation). In consequence, there is only partial support for the optimized task coordination principle.
There are two contrasting hypotheses following from this set of assumptions on the optimized task coordination principle. First, while there is evidence for the acquisition of task coordination skills during dual-task in contrast to single-task practice, there is no conclusive evidence for the transferability of these skills to new situations. Hence, it can be disputed whether there is evidence that executive functions which impair dual-task performance at low levels of practice are associated with mechanisms explaining how the difficulty to perform two simultaneous tasks can be overcome and how dual-task costs are reduced at the end of practice.
Second, one explanation to secure the optimized task coordination principle in the context of the same-mechanism principle could be that the introduced dual-task practice situation was not variable enough to generate task coordination skills transferable to unpracticed dual tasks (Schmidt & Bjork, 1992) . The situation of Strobach, Frensch, Soutschek, et al. (2012) included identical visual and auditory component tasks, with only one SOA level (SOA = 0 ms) across the entire practice phase. In line with this assumption, there exist a number of studies testing the acquisition and transferability of task coordination skills with real-world dual-task practice. These tasks are supposed to provide a natural variability during dual-task practice.
For instance, the case of persons with experience in simultaneous interpreting, in contrast to persons with consecutive interpreting experience, might represent a contrast between persons with dual-task practice with a natural variability and no such practice, respectively (Becker, Schubert, Strobach, Gallinat, & Kühn, 2016; Strobach, Becker, Schubert, & Kühn, 2015) . In fact, simultaneous interpreting is characterized by simultaneous listening and speaking (i.e., dual tasks) of a (theoretically) infinite amount of language material (i.e., sentences, phrases, etc.). In contrast to that, consecutive interpreting requires multiple task coordination to a lesser degree (rather single tasks with non-simultaneous but sequential alternations between listening and speaking). As a consequence, it can be hypothesized that dual-task performance is better in simultaneous interpreters in contrast to consecutive interpreters in a PRP situation combining an auditory Task 1 and a visual Task 2 that are not related to tasks conducted during interpreting (neither simultaneous nor consecutive). Because of the unrelated component tasks in the interpreting and PRP context, improved dual-task performance in simultaneous in contrast to consecutive interpreters should not be associated with optimizations in component task processing. However, this improvement should be related to the practice-related plasticity and transferability of task coordination skills resulting from simultaneous interpreting. In fact, RTs in Task 1 and Task 2 were reduced in simultaneous interpreters in contrast to consecutive interpreters. So, data of the PRP dual-task situation is consistent with the assumption of transferable task coordination skills and thus provide support for the optimized task coordination principle.
Importantly, this support for the optimized task coordination processes can be distinguished from stage shortening within the component illustration of the hypothetical time relation of processing stages in task 1 (e.g., a visual task) and task 2 (e.g., an auditory tasks) as shorter and longer task, respectively, when presented in a dual-task situation with soA = 0 ms. P(v) and P(A) indicate the perception stages; rs(v) and rs(A) indicate the central response-selection stages (including bottleneck characteristics); M(v) and M(A) indicate the motor stages; s indicates switching between component tasks after the completion of rs(v) and before the start of rs(A). Panel (A): hypothetical time relation of dual-task processing at the end of dual-task practice including a short switch (i.e., optimized instantiation of information of two tasks) after the completion of rs(v) and before rs(A) leading to relatively short dual-task rts in the auditory task. Panel B: hypothetical time relation of dual-task processing at the end of single-task practice including no optimized switch after the completion of rs(v) and before rs(A) leading to relatively long dual-task rts in the auditory task. 
SuMMary
To identify mechanisms leading to a practice-related improvement in dual tasks with simple tasks, the present review assessed the validity of the same-mechanism principle: Sources that impair dual-task performance at low levels of practice are associated with mechanisms that explain how the difficulty to perform two simultaneous tasks can be overcome and how dual-task costs are reduced at the end of practice.
The following processes provide sources for the occurrence of dualtask costs at low practice levels: (a) processes within the component tasks as well as (b) processes independent of these tasks and thus outside of them. These processes are associated with the optimized task processing principle (i.e., shortening and automatization of capacitylimited processes within the component tasks), the optimized attention allocation principle (i.e., improved allocation of limited attention resources to two tasks and the acquisition of related skills outside of the component tasks), as well as the optimized task coordination principle (i.e., improved control and regulation of two tasks and the acquisition of related skills outside of the component tasks). The present literature review showed that there is substantial evidence for the optimized task processing principle (i.e., central bottleneck stage shortening and task automatization), substantial evidence for the optimized attention allocation principle, as well as some evidence for the optimized task coordination principle. Exclusively in the context of the motor stage bottleneck, the same-mechanism principle seems invalid since there is no evidence that this source of dual-task costs at low practice levels is associated with mechanisms that contribute to the improvement of dual-task performance during practice.
What are potential conclusions from this research to inform not only practice-related dual-task improvements with simple component tasks but also improvements in complex kinds of mental activities? Of course, real-world activities are not exclusively composed of simple tasks and discrete stimulus-response events. Similarly, illustrations of processing architectures in Figures 1 and 2 are not illustrations of the complex mental apparatus. However, these illustrations, as well as conclusions from research on simple tasks, demonstrate the time course of basic mental processes (i.e., perception, decision) and their unfolding in time when certain demands are imposed on the human information processing system. In this review, these demonstrations were made under practiced dual-task conditions. From this perspective, research with simple component tasks has the potential to inform human behavior outside the laboratory.
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